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O’Donovan Engineering specialise in the design and manufacture of superior quality and innovative 
livestock housing and handling equipment for Cows, Cattle, Sheep, Horses and Pigs. With over 40 

years experience in the market, we have the solutions to make your farm work for you! Our experienced 
sales and engineering team will work directly with you to design the optimum layout, penning, feeding 

and handling facilities in your new or existing farm building.

Quality & Innovation Give Us The Edge

Main Office 021 7334066 info@odonovaneng.ie

Vincent Dorney 086 2580553 vincentd@odonovaneng.ie

John Finnegan 086 8240258 johnf@odonovaneng.ie

Charles Kenneally 086 8234981 charlesk@odonovaneng.ie

Damien O’Donovan Jnr 087 6847445 damienjod@odonovaneng.ie

Jason Fitzgerald 087 3596673 jasonf@odonovaneng.ie

Dermot Donovan 086 2580552 dermotd@odonovaneng.ie

UK Sales 0845 5281289 info@odonovaneng.ie

Contacts Us

O’Donovan Engineering is a progressive family owned and operated company located in Coachford, 
Co Cork, Ireland. Founded in 1978, the company now employs 48 people, with sales, design, 

manufacture and support teams all working ISO-9001-2015 standard providing superior products to 
both Agriculture and Industrial Customers. O’Donovan Engineering Co Ltd is now CE Certified to 

EN 1090 – Execution Class 2

Suppliers
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Our Cubicle Range

Super Loop Cubicle Heavy Duty 60mm OD Blue Band Galvanised Pipe
Rubicle Super Loop Cubicles with a Soft-Touch Cover

Weanling Cubicles 48OD or 60OD Options
(Available in a range of sizes)

All our upright poles are 76OD with 4.5mm wall thick

Single Line Head To Head

Wall ChannelRubicle

O’Donovan Engineering Patented Product
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Up & Over Gate

Cubicle Dividing Gate
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T-Claw Clamp 
2 bolts

Cubicle Brackets & Accessories
Headrail Cross 

Clamp 
Head-To-Head 

Clamp 

Z-Bracket & U-Bolt onto wall Diagonal Brace

Cubicle Lockout Arms

Brisket Board BracketsL Bracket & U-Bolt

Head Rail Bracket
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10mm mat with 10mm studs 
10.7mm compression

N20 Comfort Roll

Cow Mat & Mattresses

Huber N20 is a comfortable and durable continuous roll of mat. It has a unique soft feel profiled 
top with a high shock absorption of cows dropping down to lie because of the stud base. Liquid 
can freely run away underneath. Huber is one of the only mats on the market PAH tested and 
certified that it contains no carcinogenics. PAHs are known for their carcinogenic, mutagenic 

and teratogenic properties. Rubber and plastics are high risky materials containing PAHs. 
15 year manufacturers warrantry

Huber N20 Luxury Mattress

This Huber 50mm soft bed system is a comfortable 
and durable continuous roll of mat coupled with 

Agglorex latex underlay. It is made up of 20mm mat 
(10 mm mat with 10mm studs) and 30mm Agglorex 
latex underlay. Standard sizes is 1.85 meter deep 

with 1.4 meter Agglorex latex underlay

Huber N20 luxury mattress has a unique soft feel 
profiled top with a high shock absorption of cows 

dropping down to lie because of the stud base and 
Agglorex latex underlay. 

30mm Agglorex latex underlay1.4M Deep

20mm Mat 1.85M Deep
(10 mm mat with 10mm studs)

Huber mats are DLG & PAH tested
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Cow Mat & Mattresses

Mayo Mat

Mayo Maxi Mat

Mayo Mattress 

The original Mayo mat is the first of the Cow Comfort

The Mat is 6ft x 3’9”

22mm thick 

Heat insulated

Better foot grip

Improved hygienic

The Mayo Maxi mat is similar to the Mayo Original, it is 
10mm thicker and slightly softer at 32mm

The Mat is 6ft x 3’9”

32mm thick 

Heat insulated

Better foot grip

Improved hygienic

The Mayo Mattress is the softest of the Mayo cubicle beds

Mayo Cubicle Mattress is 40mm in thickness ensures that 
the strength is not compromised

Each Mattress is 6ft x 3’9”

Heat insulated

Better foot grip

Improved hygienic
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Housing Accessories 

AG MAXI Sawdust 
Dispenser 

AG MINI Lime 
Dispenser

The AG Mini dispenses hydrated lime and 
other disinfectant materials, giving an even 
and economical spread over 2 – 3 feet. 
Driven by an electric motor, which is 
powered by a rechargeable battery.

The AG Maxi sawdust or lime dispenser is 
designed to discharge many types of 
sawdust or lime at high speed with a 

capacity of 2-3 25kg bags.

Kurtsan Electric 
Pendulum Brush

This Brush has a highly positive effect on animal 
health and total milk yield. This brush removes 

parasite clinging to the skin, dust, soil, mud, e.g. 
allowing the skin to breathe

Fitting
900mm off the ground from the bottom of the 

brush

Cow Scratcher       Kurtsan Fixed Cow Brush      
Ideal for scratching cow on its back 
and sides. Galvanised steel frame 

with replaceable plastic bristle 
brushes.

Can be mounted on wall or RSJ

Option of spring or the hinged
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Diagonal Feed Barriers

Diagonal Feed 
Barrier

Hinged Diagonal 
Feed Barrier

Reduced Bullying

Minimum feed wastage

Hot dip galvanized

Available in standard bay 
lengths or made to order

Handy for cleaning out or for 
access to the shed

Reduced Bullying

Minimum feed wastage

Hot dip galvanized

Available in standard bay 
lengths or made to order

Robust hinged sections with optional:
Drop channels

Full Base Frame with treated timbers
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Head Locking Barriers
Swing Over Head 
Locking Barrier

Ultra Safe 
Self-Locking Stall 

Adjustable neck width. 60OD 4mm pipe wall top and bottom for superior strength. This 
barrier improves safety and ease of handling for: testing, vaccinating, clipping, AI, 

training. It is available in standard bay lengths or made to order

Adjustable neck width. 60OD 4mm pipe wall top and bottom for superior strength. All 
the features of our standard head locking barrier with the added benefits of greater 
feeding reach, the unique Ultra Safe position ensuring safety of your animals while 
unattended with the fully-hinged head lock. It is available in standard bay lengths or 

made to order
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Cow Pow Moving Barrier
Cow Pow

The O’Donovan Engineering Patented Cow Pow system. Our moving feed barrier 
allows cattle to push forward in order for them to reach the silage. The Cow Pow 

moving feed barrier dramatically reduces workload and you will see a notable 
tranquillity in stock. This moving feed barrier allows you to feed cattle just once or twice 

a week, reducing labour costs significantly. This system reduces the need for feed 
space for animals gaining you up to 30% more cubicle space. 

Why does it work so well?
24-hour access to silage allowing animals to follow a natural grazing pattern with 10% 

higher silage intake meaning you saving on concentrates a long with notable tranquillity 
with in the livestock

Cow Pow 3 Stage Locking
The 3 stage locking system is mainly for a single-sided cow-pow feed passage. This 

system stops cattle form pushing the silage away from themselves while feeding. It can 
also be used to preset locking system to manage feed intake.

        Closed             Stage 1            Stage 2                   Stage 3
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Cattle Handling Equipment

A fixed cattle crush is an essential feature in any 
farmyard to handle animals safely. Our cattle crushes 

offer customers a simple adaptable crush system, hinged 
or fixed crush panels and a range of accessories, we’ll 

design your cattle crush to suit your needs.

The ODEL Crush Gate

The ODEL cattle crush gate is a heavy-duty gate, with 
an adjustable neck width to suit all size of animals. This 
crush gate is semi-automatic for increased safety while 
handling livestock. The clear width is 710mm and height 

is 1650mm. This crush gate has a unique feature of a 
lock open facility to ease emptying of race. There is an 

added safety feature in this crush gate of buffer plates to 
reduce the risk of accidental opening of gate by animal.

The ODEL Crush

Crush Height 
Extension
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Cow Mat & Mattresses

Crush 
Squeeze

Anti-backing
Gate

Hoof Nack

IAE
Head Scoop

IAE
Crush Range

Footbath

TruTest Weighing 

Irish Agents for IAE - We can import any IAE product for you.
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A functional parlour exit race is an essential feature in any dairy farmyard to handle animals safely.  Our 
experienced sales team is available to answer any queries you may have on cow flow and safety. You can 
rely on their practical advice in designing your ideal exit race and drafting setup, penning or crush 
layout. We work with any parlour setup or drafter.

Parlour Exit Race
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Parlour Exit Footbath

Head Locking AI Gate

360 Forcing Gate 
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Cattle Handling
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Calf & Calving
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Our calf penning can be made to suit any situation and is designed for any group sizes. We 
have multiple design options to suit your needs, we will design around the technology you 
want to include. All our calf gates are height adjustable with stock proof latching. Horizontal 

bar feed gates available to suit any setting, height ajustable feed space. 

Calf Penning

Calf Horizontal Feed Gate
Adjustable heel bar and feed space. Standard sizes of 10ft and 12ft or 

made to order
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Calf Equipment
Clip-on Troughs

The ODEL clip on trough is a galvanized feed trough with adjustable hooks to clip onto most 
gates. Stock lengths of this trough are available in lengths of; .85M, 1.25M 1.94M and 2.5M

Saddle HayrackMesh Hayrack
900mm long two sided saddle hayrack. Bolts 

down over a gate or a single side can be 
bolted to a wall 

Slotted mesh hayrack. Slots in perfectly over 
any sheep hurdle or our individual calf pens.

MIK Stepper XL SlatsMini Creep Feeder
MIK calf or sheep slats 

Dimensions 800mm x 600mm with 14mm 
slots. Animal weight 200kg

1M wide  creep feeder, adjustable flow rate.
Clips on to gate or can be bolted to a wall.

30kg empty, hinged cover with 50kg hopper 
capacity 

021 7334066
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Calf Equipment
Individual Calf pens

ODEL Calf pens have a plastic stepper slat 
making the pens more hygienic, easier to 
clean and more comfortable for the calf. 

These individual calf pens have a 
press-steel plate side and front that is hot 

dip galvanized. The hinged front gate 
provides easy access to the calf.

Wydale Milk Trolleys
The capacity is 110 litres with a 40mm 

outlet for rapid discharge. Large 400mm 
wheels, ideal for uneven surfaces

Wydale Milk Mixer
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Calf Equipment
De-Horning Crate

The de-horning crate has a integrated 
wheel and handle for easy transportation, 

a flop frame and push paddles for 
added safety  and a unique adjustable 

head design

Yard Mate
The most adaptable Calf transport unit on 

the Market. The sides can be easily removed 
creating a flat-bed trolley suitable for moving 

bales or other goods. This yard mate is 
available with or without a ramp.

Calf Creep Feeder 

Ad-Lib feeding for calves on grass, shed or 
pad   

Adjustable walk through creep gates, hinges 
up into a latched position for transport with 

crow flap curtain

Standard 3-point linkage, large capacity 
hopper and trough constructed from 3mm 

galvanised plate steel

Adding all of these factors together we 
believe this feeder is one of the most durable 

and practical creep feeders on the market
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Gates & Penning
All our standard gates have 60mm heel & toe verticals with 25mm solid round & stock proof 

latching and hot dip galvanised.We can also made to spec.

Standard 5 bar heavy duty 
gates come in the following 

lengths:
6.5ft (2m)

8 ft (2.44m)
9ft (2.74m)

10ft (3.05m)
11ft (3.35m)
12ft (3.66m)
13ft(3.96m)

14ft (4.265m)
15ft (4.57 m)
16ft(4.875m)

Inter Locking Latch

Creep Gate 
3 Bar Adjustable

O’Donovan Engineering Patented Product

4 Bar Gate 48 - 48 with 
Drinker Opening

5 Bar 48-42 
Heavy Duty Feed Gate
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Gates & Penning
Gate, RSJ & Fixed 5 Bar Panel With Drinker Opening

High Back Calving Gate 
1400 High

3 in 1 Calving Gate 
1200 High

Calving Stall
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Cattle Penning
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Measuring Instructions
Tip to Tip measurement is the clearance between two objects. This is the main type of 
measurement we use in O’Donovan Engineering for barriers, gates, etc.

Measuring For A Feed Barrier

021 7334066
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Drinkers
Lac 55 Cast Iron

Double Bowl

Lac 5 & 55
Constant Water Level

Drain Plug 

Lac 5 Cast Iron

Aquamat 
Pasture Pump

Aquamat Suckler 
Side Bowl

The Aquamat is reliable and sturdy. It is made 
from polyethylene and cast-iron. It is easily 

pushed and is suitable for up to 10-15 animals. 

It is also available with a side bowl option for 
suckler cows with calf at foot.
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Drinkers

Lacabac Lacabac 72

The LACABAC ball cock float valve is 
a high flow valve with a stainless steel 

cover. This ball cock float valve can also 
be used in the dairy for washing up or for 
water barrels when power washing  filling 

at 26 litres per min

The LACABAC 72 fast-fill float valve 
system fill’s at 72 litres per min. It is 
perfect for large herds where a rapid 

filling system is essential. Ideal for old 
concrete troughs or field drinkers

SS Flipping Drinker SS Fixed Drinker
Stainless steel flipping drinker with 

galvanised protection and frame. Available 
in 1.25M or 2 M. Tilt over and tip out for 

quick and easy clean out

We use a fast-fill Hansen max flow valves 
in all our SS drinkers filling at 570 litres per 
minute maintaining a contant water level

Stainless steel drinker with galvanised 
protection bar. Available in 1.25 and .610mm
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TruTest Weighing

S3 Indicator

XR 5000 Indicator

JR 5000 Indicator

Cattle Platform

Chequer plate platform, lightweight but 
very strong just place it in your crush.
Dimensions: 2210 Long X 650 Wide

Large easy to read display
Backlit LCD sreen

Internal rechargeable battery
Connects to data link

XX No memory - Display only

The JR5000 indicator holds 1,000,000 records
 Automatic data entry to the Datamars Livestock 

Cloud.
Large colour screen with full keypad for data entry

Records weights against electronic ID (EID) 
Internal rechargeable 20 hour battery

Bluetooth ready
Allows five way drafting by weight (manual or auto)

Top of the range XR 5000 Trutest Indicator 
large easy to read display with full keypad 

Internal rechargeable 20 hour battery
Bluetooth ready

1,000,000 record capacity, 
Track, apply and manage treatments, dosage
Set alarms and reminders and so much more

Draft up to 10 ways by weight

Indicator Selection

Free Management Package
With Each Indicator

trutestireland.ie
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TruTest Loadbars & EID

Tru-Test loadbars are recognised for their 
rugged durability and performance in harsh 
environments. The internal cells are made 

from aircraft grade aluminium and are 
fully sealed to keep out moisture. 

Heavy duty TPR/PVC cables are a standard 
feature, which minimise the likelihood of 

cable damage

MP 600 Loadbars

MP 800 Loadbars

HD5T Loadbars

Capacity: 2000KG
Width 600mm

Large 2.7” LCD Screen
Quick access keys with simple navagation

Wireless bluetooth connect
Long reach. 650 mm read length

250,000 scanned tag memory

Capacity: 3000KG
Width 800mm

Capacity: 5000KG
Width 1010mm

XRP2 Panel Reader

XRS2 EID Reader

SRS2 EID Reader

All the features of the SRS2
Alphanumeric kedpad

Wireless bluetooth connect
Long reach. 650 mm read length

250,000 scanned tag memory

The XRP2 gives you the flexibility to 
record ID tags into a session file or send 
ID’s directly to your weighing scales indi-

cactor via bluetooth
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Parlour Equipment

Parlour Wash Trough

Parlour Troughs

Parlour Angle

Stainless steel
Designed to EC hygiene directive

Hygienic and easy to clean
Side wing bracket for wall mounting

Rounded base
Robust and durable

Double up for hot and cold
Gap to ensure no temperature loss

Stainless steel pan
Galvanised dividers and brackets

2’6ft or 3ft centres
Wall mounted

Reduced stress and bullying
Improved control

Galvanised
40 mm opening
3 meter lengths

Can be bolted together
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Parlour Equipment

Waste Mate Skip
The O’ Donovan Engineering Waste Mate skip, is a self-tipping skip for both industrial and 

agricultural use. It is designed to suit all types of waste in food processing, animal husbandry, 
factory floor, store/warehousing and farm yard waste. Plastic Lids for protection of contents 

from winged, rodent and scavenger predation.

Standard size 1.8M wide

Mayo Parlour Mat
Anti-Fatigue Mat By Mayo Mat

The dairy parlour mat is the softest of the 
Mayo range and is ideal for the dairy pit of 

the milking parlour where the farmer spends 
long hours on their feet on a typically hard, 

cold and often slippy surface. The mat helps 
to eliminate these issues for the person 

milking while also reducing the impacts of a 
hard floor on their leg joints.
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Quote    Site Visit   Manufacturing   Fitting

Contact Us Today
021 - 7334066        Info@odonovaneng.ie

To see our full range of products &       
services visit our website

www.odonovaneng.ie

Coachford    Co. Cork    P12 CX67

Quality & Innovation Give Us The Edge


